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Question1 :-Identify the misspelled word in the list below:
A:-Epistle
B:-Misive
C:-Prodigy
D:-Flagrant
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question2:-ldentify the misspelled word in the list below:
A:-Prolixity
8:-Anihilation
C:-Dexterity
D:-Obtrusive
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question3:-ldentify the misspelled word in the list below:
A:-Plausible
B:-Kitsch
C:-lmprobable
D:-Ecstacy
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question4:-ldentify the misspelled word in the list below:
A:-Umbrageous
B:-Appeasement
C:-Transperant
D:-Despicable
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question5:-ldentify the misspelled word in the list below:
A:-Assassination
B:-Hindrence
C:-Obnoxious
D:-Disgustful
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question6:-ldentify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
A:-lnkling
B:-Gumption
C:-Hindrance
D:-Frivolous
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question7:-ldentify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
A:-Wane
B:-Miff
C:-Rouse
D:-Fonder
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question8:-ldentify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
A:-Fabricate
B:-Wobble
C:-Squander
D:-Caustic
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question9:-ldentify the word that has same meaning in the list given below:
A:-Ethereal
B:-Ludicrous
C:-Blether

SPUNK

DECREASE

WASTE

LAUGHABLE

D:-Sinewy
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question10:-ldentify the word that has same meaning in the list given below: STYLISH
A-Redoubtable
B:-Dapper
C:-Supine
D:-Exonerate
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question11 :-Identify the word that has same meaning in the list given below: SURPASS
A-Kindle
B:-Usurp
C:-Burgeoning
D:-Eclipse
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question12:-ldentify the word that has same meaning in the list given below: TASTY
A-Savory
B:-Shiver
C:-Blithe
D:-Tenebrous
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question13:-ldentify the word that has same meaning in the list given below: CHEERFUL
A-Nettlesome
B:-lncipient
C:-Buoyant
D:-Melancholy
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question14:-ldentify the word that has same meaning in the list given below: DESOLATION
A-Felicity
B:-Entertain
C:-Humorous
D:-Anguish
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question15:-ldentify the word that has same meaning in the list given below: FROSTY
A-Meagre
B:-Moron
C:-Cold
D:-Graceful
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question16:-ldentify the word that has opposite meaning in the list given below: HABITUAL
A-Perpetual
B:-Sporadic
C:-Wrangle
D:-Seldom
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question17:-ldentify the word that has opposite meaning in the list given below: EMANICIPATE
A-Brawl
B:-Liberate
C:-Anticipate
D:-Enslave
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question18:-ldentify the word that has opposite meaning in the list given below: FACTITIOUS
A-Genuine
B:-Spurious
C:-Rebellious
D:-Harmonious
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question19:-ldentify the word that has opposite meaning in the list given below: IMPRUDENT
A-Negotiate

B:-Discreet
C:-lnflux
D:-Covenant
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question20:-ldentify the word that has opposite meaning in the list given below: PROFOUND
A-Hysterical
B:-Fervent
C:-Superficial
D:-Erudite
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question21:-In the following question, each passage consists of six sentences. The first and the sixth sentence (S1 and S6),
sentences in each have been removed and jumbled up. These are labeled as P, Q, R and S. You are required to find out the
mark accordingly. S1: He went to his friends, but none of them was ready to help him now. S6: Now, the young man understo
to look after the farmer's pigs. Q: And when he was hungry he ate the food given to the pigs. R: He wandered round the cour
went to the house of a farmer and became his servant.
A:-PRSQ
8:-PSRQ
C:-QPSR
D:-RSPQ
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question22:-ln the following question, each passage consists of six sentences. The first and the sixth sentence (S1 and S6),
sentences in each have been removed and jumbled up. These are labeled as P, Q, R and S. You are required to find out the
mark accordingly S1: Some people prefer country life to city life. S6: For these reasons more and more people are leaving th1
country is quieter, cleaner and less hectic. Q: The city also offers more privacy, since neighbours are too busy to be interferin
city offers more excitement, a wide variety of activities and a chance to meet more people. S: Country people live longer and
A:-PSRQ
8:-SRQP
C:-RQSP
D:-QRPS
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question23:-ln the following question, each passage consists of six sentences. The first and the sixth sentence (S1 and S6),
sentences in each have been removed and jumbled up. These are labeled as P, Q, R and S. You are required to find out the
mark accordingly. S1: What are the causes of our chronic food shortage? S6: This unprecedented growth can drag us to the
these growing new millions is desperate task. Q: Every year, we add more than a crore of persons to our population. R: Des�
the population is growing unabated. S: The chief cause is the population explosion.
A:-QRSP
8:-SQPR
C:-QPRS
D:-PSQR
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question24:-ln the following question, each passage consists of six sentences. The first and the sixth sentence (S1 and S6),
sentences in each have been removed and jumbled up. These are labeled as P, Q, R and S. You are required to find out the
mark accordingly. S1: Illness may start with almost any sign, but some of them are much commoner than others. S6: As soor
about the symptoms. P : It is important to note these symptoms. Q: Often the first sign of something wrong is that the patient j
to decide what is wrong. S: He usually relies on these symptoms for the diagnosis of the illness.
A:-QRSP
8:-PRSQ
C:-RSQP
D:-SPQR
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question25:-ln the following question, each passage consists of six sentences. The first and the sixth sentence (S1 and S6),
sentences in each have been removed and jumbled up. These are labeled as P, Q, R and S. You are required to find out the
mark accordingly. S1: My journey was to last for thirty-six hours. S6: In the steel trunk under the seat, there was a bag contai1
belong to me. P : Every mile of the country through which the train was running was interesting. Q: Yet I was not happy. R: I h
would stop for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
A:-PSQR
8:-RPQS
C:-PQSR
D:-SQPR
Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question26:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech. "Have you seen my spectacles, Sam?" asked h
A:-The mother said to Sam and asked if he has seen her spectacles.
B:-The mother asked Sam if he had seen her spectacles.
C:-The mother said to Sam if he had seen her spectacles.
D:-The mother told Sam if he had seen her spectacles
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question27:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech. Kiran asked me, "Did you see the cricket match
A:-Kiran asked me whether 1 saw the cricket match on television the earlier night.
B:-Kiran asked me whether I had seen me cricket match on television the earlier night.
C:-Kiran asked me did I see the cricket match on television last night.
D:-Kiran asked me whether I had seen the cricket match on television last night.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question28:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech. The customer said to the tailor, 'Will you have tt
A:-The customer asked the tailor if he would have the suit ready by the next evening.
B:-The customer asked the tailor that he would have the suit ready by the next evening.
C:-The customer asked the tailor if he would have the suit ready by tomorrow evening.
D:-The customer asked the tailor would he have the suit ready by the next evening.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question29:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech. David said to Anna, "Mona will leave for her nat
A:-David told Anna that Mona will leave for her native place tomorrow.
B:-David told Anna that Mona left for her native place the next day.
C:-David told to Anna that Mona would be leaving for her native place tomorrow.
D:-David told Anna that Mona would leave for her native place the next day.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question30:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech. The kidnapper said to the businessman over thi
once, I will kill your son."
A:-The kidnapper has threatened the businessman over the phone that he would kill his son if he did not pay the ransorr
B:-The kidnapper told the businessman over the phone that he would be killing his son if he did not pay the ransom at 01
C:-The kidnapper threatened the businessman over the phone that he would kill his son if he did not pay the ransom at <
D:-The kidnapper said to the businessman over the phone that he will kill his son if he did not pay the ransom at once.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question31 :-Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Passage: Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, the eleven
teacher and writer. He had written many books like 'Ignited Minds,' 'India 2020,' 'Mission India' and 'Wings of Fire'. He was a
alike. Here is an extract from 'Wings of Fire' which depicts his early life in his own words. My parents, Jainulabdeen and Ashi
couple. I normally ate with my mother, sitting on the floor of the kitchen. The famous Shiva temple, which made Rameswaran
minute walk from our house. Our locality was predominantly Muslim, but there were quite a few Hindu families too, living ami<
was a very old mosque in our locality where my father would take me for evening prayers. I had not the faintest idea of the m
was totally convinced that they reached God. When my father came out of the mosque after the prayers, people of different n
him. Many of them offered bowls of water to my father who would dip his fingers in them and say a prayer. This water was thE
remember people visiting our home to offer thanks after being cured. My father always smiled and asked them to thank Allah
priest of Rameswaram Temple, Pakshi Lakshmana, was a very 'close friend of my father. One of the most vivid memories of
traditional attire, discussing spiritual matters. When I was old enough to ask questions I asked my father about the relevance
transcend your body and become a part of the cosmos which knows no division of wealth, age, caste or creed". Question: In
prayers because he
A:-Had no idea about their message
B:-His father would take him to old mosque
C:-Was sure that prayers reached God
D:-Was keen to learn them by heart
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question32:-Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Passage: Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, the eleven
teacher and writer. He had written many books like 'Ignited Minds,' 'India 2020,' 'Mission India' and 'Wings of Fire'. He was a
alike. Here is an extract from 'Wings of Fire' which depicts his early life in his own words. My parents, Jainulabdeen and Ashi
couple. I normally ate with my mother, sitting on the floor of the kitchen. The famous Shiva temple, which made Rameswaran
minute walk from our house. Our locality was predominantly Muslim, but there were quite a few Hindu families too, living ami<
was a very old mosque in our locality where my father would take me for evening prayers. I had not the faintest idea of the m
was totally convinced that they reached God. When my father came out of the mosque after the prayers, people of different n
him. Many of them offered bowls of water to my father who would dip his fingers in them and say a prayer. This water was thE
remember people visiting our home to offer thanks after being cured. My father always smiled and asked them to thank Allah
priest of Rameswaram Temple, Pakshi Lakshmana, was a very 'close friend of my father. One of the most vivid memories of
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traditional attire, discussing spiritual matters. When I was old enough to ask questions I asked my father about the relevance
transcend your body and become a part of the cosmos which knows no division of wealth, age, caste or creed". Question: At
A:-Muslims were in minority
B:-Hindus were in a majority
C:-Muslims and Hindus has hostility for one another
D:-Muslims and Hindus lived amicably
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question33:-Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Passage: Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, the eleven
teacher and writer. He had written many books like 'Ignited Minds,' 'India 2020,' 'Mission India' and 'Wings of Fire'. He was a
alike. Here is an extract from 'Wings of Fire' which depicts his early life in his own words. My parents, Jainulabdeen and Ashi
couple. I normally ate with my mother, sitting on the floor of the kitchen. The famous Shiva temple, which made Rameswaran
minute walk from our house. Our locality was predominantly Muslim, but there were quite a few Hindu families too, living ami<
was a very old mosque in our locality where my father would take me for evening prayers. I had not the faintest idea of the m
was totally convinced that they reached God. When my father came out of the mosque after the prayers, people of different n
him. Many of them offered bowls of water to my father who would dip his fingers in them and say a prayer. This water was thE
remember people visiting our home to offer thanks after being cured. My father always smiled and asked them to thank Allah
priest of Rameswaram Temple, Pakshi Lakshmana, was a very 'close friend of my father. One of the most vivid memories of
traditional attire, discussing spiritual matters. When I was old enough to ask questions I asked my father about the relevance
transcend your body and become a part of the cosmos which knows no division of wealth, age, caste or creed". Question: ...
spiritual matters with Pakshi Lakshmana.
A:-The high priest of Rameswaram Temple
B:-Abdul Kalam's father
C:-Abdul Kalam
D:-A very close friend of Kalam's father
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question34:-Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Passage: Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, the eleven
teacher and writer. He had written many books like 'Ignited Minds,' 'India 2020,' 'Mission India' and 'Wings of Fire'. He was a
alike. Here is an extract from 'Wings of Fire' which depicts his early life in his own words. My parents, Jainulabdeen and Ashi
couple. I normally ate with my mother, sitting on the floor of the kitchen. The famous Shiva temple, which made Rameswaran
minute walk from our house. Our locality was predominantly Muslim, but there were quite a few Hindu families too, living ami<
was a very old mosque in our locality where my father would take me for evening prayers. I had not the faintest idea of the m
was totally convinced that they reached God. When my father came out of the mosque after the prayers, people of different n
him. Many of them offered bowls of water to my father who would dip his fingers in them and say a prayer. This water was thE
remember people visiting our home to offer thanks after being cured. My father always smiled and asked them to thank Allah
priest of Rameswaram Temple, Pakshi Lakshmana, was a very 'close friend of my father. One of the most vivid memories of
traditional attire, discussing spiritual matters. When I was old enough to ask questions I asked my father about the relevance
transcend your body and become a part of the cosmos which knows no division of wealth, age, caste or creed". Question: WI
important?
A:-Made one free from division of wealth.
B:-Made one aware about one's body and its limitation.
C:-Made one wise enough to discuss spiritual matters.
D:-They are recited in an old mosque.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question35:-Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Passage: Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, the eleven
teacher and writer. He had written many books like 'Ignited Minds,' 'India 2020,' 'Mission India' and 'Wings of Fire'. He was a
alike. Here is an extract from 'Wings of Fire' which depicts his early life in his own words. My parents, Jainulabdeen and Ashi
couple. I normally ate with my mother, sitting on the floor of the kitchen. The famous Shiva temple, which made Rameswaran
minute walk from our house. Our locality was predominantly Muslim, but there were quite a few Hindu families too, living ami<
was a very old mosque in our locality where my father would take me for evening prayers. I had not the faintest idea of the m
was totally convinced that they reached God. When my father came out of the mosque after the prayers, people of different n
him. Many of them offered bowls of water to my father who would dip his fingers in them and say a prayer. This water was thE
remember people visiting our home to offer thanks after being cured. My father always smiled and asked them to thank Allah
priest of Rameswaram Temple, Pakshi Lakshmana, was a very 'close friend of my father. One of the most vivid memories of
traditional attire, discussing spiritual matters. When I was old enough to ask questions I asked my father about the relevance
transcend your body and become a part of the cosmos which knows no division of wealth, age, caste or creed". Question: Th
A:-Punish
B:-Completely sure
C:-Sacred
D:-Amicably
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question36:-Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Passage: Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, the eleven
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teacher and writer. He had written many books like 'Ignited Minds,' 'India 2020,' 'Mission India' and 'Wings of Fire'. He was a
alike. Here is an extract from 'Wings of Fire' which depicts his early life in his own words. My parents, Jainulabdeen and Ashi
couple. I normally ate with my mother, sitting on the floor of the kitchen. The famous Shiva temple, which made Rameswaran
minute walk from our house. Our locality was predominantly Muslim, but there were quite a few Hindu families too, living amic
was a very old mosque in our locality where my father would take me for evening prayers. I had not the faintest idea of the m
was totally convinced that they reached God. When my father came out of the mosque after the prayers, people of different n
him. Many of them offered bowls of water to my father who would dip his fingers in them and say a prayer. This water was thE
remember people visiting our home to offer thanks after being cured. My father always smiled and asked them to thank Allah
priest of Rameswaram Temple, Pakshi Lakshmana, was a very 'close friend of my father. One of the most vivid memories of
traditional attire, discussing spiritual matters. When I was old enough to ask questions I asked my father about the relevance
transcend your body and become a part of the cosmos which knows no division of wealth, age, caste or creed". Question: 'A1
A:-Cosmos
B:-Clothes
C:-Creed
D:-Caste
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question37:-Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Passage: Life on our planet earth began with
earth. The earth is the only planet of our solar system so far known which contains plenty of water and this water has made o
vast variety. Sea has given food and shelter to countless creatures. It is a potential source of protein. Sea, if used scientificall
demands. Plankton or algae mostly constitutes the plant life. Like plant plankton there are also animal plankton; the smallest
plankton feed on plant plankton and small fish. Thus, there is an unbroken chain of life in the sea. Arctic and Antarctic seas a
also. Blue whales, the largest living creatures of the world, are also found here in great number. Some countries have develo
that sea plants contain rich nutrients not found in other vegetarian food. Sea is not to be over exploited. Man in his greed has
creatures so recklessly that some of their species have either become extinct or are on the verge of extinction. Now it is decic
should be big enough to let baby fish escape through. Otherwise, killing of large quantities of very young fish would have an c
Question:Write out the correct option:
A:-Sky is the birth place of life on the earth.
B:-Moon is the birth place of life on the earth.
C:-Sea is the birth place of life on the earth.
D:-Land is the birth place of life on the earth.
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question38:-Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Passage: Life on our planet earth began with
earth. The earth is the only planet of our solar system so far known which contains plenty of water and this water has made o
vast variety. Sea has given food and shelter to countless creatures. It is a potential source of protein. Sea, if used scientificall
demands. Plankton or algae mostly constitutes the plant life. Like plant plankton there are also animal plankton; the smallest
plankton feed on plant plankton and small fish. Thus, there is an unbroken chain of life in the sea. Arctic and Antarctic seas a
also. Blue whales, the largest living creatures of the world, are also found here in great number. Some countries have develo
that sea plants contain rich nutrients not found in other vegetarian food. Sea is not to be over exploited. Man in his greed has
creatures so recklessly that some of their species have either become extinct or are on the verge of extinction. Now it is decic
should be big enough to let baby fish escape through. Otherwise, killing of large quantities of very young fish would have an c
Question:Plankton or algae mostly constitutes:
A:-The wild life
B:-The human life
C:-The sea life
D:-The plant life
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question39:-Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Passage: Life on our planet earth began with
earth. The earth is the only planet of our solar system so far known which contains plenty of water and this water has made o
vast variety. Sea has given food and shelter to countless creatures. It is a potential source of protein. Sea, if used scientificall
demands. Plankton or algae mostly constitutes the plant life. Like plant plankton there are also animal plankton; the smallest
plankton feed on plant plankton and small fish. Thus, there is an unbroken chain of life in the sea. Arctic and Antarctic seas a
also. Blue whales, the largest living creatures of the world, are also found here in great number. Some countries have develo
that sea plants contain rich nutrients not found in other vegetarian food. Sea is not to be over exploited. Man in his greed has
creatures so recklessly that some of their species have either become extinct or are on the verge of extinction. Now it is decic
should be big enough to let baby fish escape through. Otherwise, killing of large quantities of very young fish would have an c
Question: The size of the holes in fishing nets should be big enough to let:
A:-Big fish stay in
B:-Water flow out
C:-Baby fish escape through
D:-More fish and water enter
Correct Answer:- Option-C
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Question40:-Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Passage: Life on our planet earth began with
earth. The earth is the only planet of our solar system so far known which contains plenty of water and this water has made a
vast variety. Sea has given food and shelter to countless creatures. It is a potential source of protein. Sea, if used scientificall
demands. Plankton or algae mostly constitutes the plant life. Like plant plankton there are also animal plankton; the smallest
plankton feed on plant plankton and small fish. Thus, there is an unbroken chain of life in the sea. Arctic and Antarctic seas a
also. Blue whales, the largest living creatures of the world, are also found here in great number. Some countries have develo
that sea plants contain rich nutrients not found in other vegetarian food. Sea is not to be over exploited. Man in his greed has
creatures so recklessly that some of their species have either become extinct or are on the verge of extinction. Now it is decic
should be big enough to let baby fish escape through. Otherwise, killing of large quantities of very young fish would have an ,
Question: Sea plants contain rich nutrient not found in:
A-Other plants
B:-Other vegetarian food
C:-Non-vegetarian food
D:-Milk and milk products
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question41 :-Identify the sentence with the same meaning. "Where are you spending your holiday?" Janet asked us.
A-Janet asked us where are we spending our holiday.
B:-Janet asked us where we are spending our holiday.
C:-Janet asked us where were we spending our holiday.
D:-Janet asked us where we were spending our holiday.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question42:-ldentify the sentence with the same meaning. "John began playing the piano four years ago." means:
A-John has played the piano for four years.
B:-John used to play the piano four years ago.
C:-John played the piano four years ago.
D:-John doesn't play the piano any more.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question43:-ldentify the sentence with the same meaning. It's not a habit of mine to sleep in the afternoon.
A-I am not used to sleeping in the afternoon.
B:-I used to sleep in the afternoon.
C:-I am not used for sleeping in the afternoon.
D:-A & C are correct.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question44:-ldentify the sentence with the same meaning. I spoke slowly. The foreigners could understand me.
A-I spoke slowly so that the foreigners could understand me.
B:-I spoke slowly in order to the foreigners could understand me.
C:-I spoke such slowly that the foreigners could understand me.
D:-I spoke slowly to make the foreigners could understand me.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question45:-ldentify the sentence with the same meaning. You ought to do your homework every day.
A-Your homework ought to be done every day.
B:-Your homework ought be done every day.
C:-Your homework ought to do every day by you.
D:-Your homework should to be done every day.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question46:-ln question given below, out of four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/se
A-Asylum
B:-Sanatorium
C:-Shelter
D:-Orphanage
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question47:-ln question given below, out of four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/se
A-Bellicose
B:-Aggressive
C:-Belligerent
D:-Militant
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question48:-ln question given below, out of four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/se
A-Languish

8:-Animate
C:-Fulminate
D:-lnvigorate
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question49:-ln question given below, out of four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/se
interests and tastes.
A:-Elite
8:-Highbrow
C:-Sophisticated
D:-Fastidious
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question50:-ln question given below, out of four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/se
people by claiming to be able to do wonderful things.
A:-Trickster
B:-lmposter
C:-Magician
D:-Mountebank
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question51 :-In question below a statement is given followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to assume ever
consider the two conclusions together and decide which of them logically follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the inform,
recent survey report, it has been stated that those who undertake physical exercise for at least half an hour a day are less pre
I. Moderate level of physical exercise is necessary for leading a healthy life. II. All people who do desk-bound jobs definitely!:
A:-lf only conclusion I follows
8:-lf only conclusion II follows
C:-lf either I or II follows
D:-lf neither I nor II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question52:-ln question below a statement is given followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to assume ever
consider the two conclusions together and decide which of them logically follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the inform,
Vegetable prices are soaring in the market. Conclusions: I. Vegetables are becoming a rare commodity. II. People cannot eat
A:-lf only conclusion I follows
8:-lf only conclusion II follows
C:-lf either I or II follows
D:-lf neither I nor II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question53:-ln question below a statement is given followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to assume ever
consider the two conclusions together and decide which of them logically follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the inform,
student who does not behave properly while in the school brings bad name to himself and also for the school. Conclusions: I.
school. II. Stricter discipline does not improve behaviour of the students.
A:-lf only conclusion I follows
B:-lf only conclusion II follows
C:-lf either I or II follows
D:-lf neither I nor II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question54:-ln question below is given a statement followed by three courses of action numbered I, II and Ill. You have to as
and then decide which of the given suggested courses of action logically follow(s) for pursuing. Statement: The exodus from·
Courses of Action: I. Rural postings must be made mandatory. II. There should be fewer trains linking cities to smaller places
be launched in rural areas.
A:-Only II follow.
8:-Only Ill follow.
C:-Only I and Ill follow.
D:-AII I, II and Ill follow.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question55:-ln question below is given a statement followed by three courses of action numbered I, II and Ill. You have to as
and then decide which of the given suggested courses of action logically follow(s) for pursuing. Statement: In one of the wors
people died when a bus carrying them collided on to a running train. Courses of Action: I. The train driver should immediately
should be tried in court for negligence on his part. Ill.The railway authority should be asked to man all its level crossings..
A:-None follow.
B:-Only I and II follow.
C:-Only II and Ill follow.

D:-Only Ill follow.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question56:-ln question below is given a statement followed by three courses of action numbered I, II and Ill. You have to as
and then decide which of the given suggested courses of action logically follow(s) for pursuing. Statement: Poverty is increas
how to tackle it, know absolutely nothing about the poor. Courses of Action: I. The decision makers should go to the grass ro<
come from the poorer sections of the society. Ill. A new set of decision makers should replace the existing one.
A:-Only II follow
B:-Only either I and Ill follow
C:-AII follow
D:-Only I follow
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question57:-ln question below is given a statement followed by three courses of action numbered I, II and Ill. You have to as
and then decide which of the given suggested courses of action logically follow(s) for pursuing. Statement: The condition of a
due to incessant rain during the last two months. Courses of Action: I. The city civic authority should deploy additional traffic i
The city civic authority should immediately make arrangements for repairs of the damaged roads. Ill. Motorists should be aler
boards about the bad patches of the roads to enable them to plan their journey accordingly.
A:-AII follow
B:-Only I and II follow
C:-Only II and Ill follow
D:-Either II or Ill follow
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question58:-Question given below consist of a statement, followed by two arguments numbered I and II. You have to decide
argument and which a 'weak' argument. Statement: Should there be uniforms for students in the colleges in India as in the sc
the ambience of the colleges as all the students will be decently dressed. II. No. The college students should not be regiment
clothes for coming to the college.
A:-Only argument I is strong.
B:-Only argument II is strong.
C:-Either I or II is strong.
D:-Neither I nor II is strong.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question59:-Question given below consist of a statement, followed by two arguments numbered I and II. You have to decide
argument and which a 'weak' argument. Statement: Should Government close down loss-making public sector enterprises? )
their jobs, security and earning, what would they do? II. Yes. In a competitive world the rule is 'survival of the fittest'.
A:-Only argument I is strong.
B:-Only argument II is strong.
C:-Neither I nor II is strong.
D:-Both I and II are strong.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question60:-Question given below consist of a statement, followed by two arguments numbered I and II. You have to decide
argument and which a 'weak' argument. Statement: Should India engage into a dialogue with neighbouring countries to stop
This is the only way to reduce the cross border terrorism and stop loss of innocent lives. II. No. Neighbouring countries cannc
still engage in subversive activities.
A:-Only argument I is strong.
B:-Only argument II is strong.
C:-Either I or II is strong.
D:-Both I and II are strong.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question61 :-In question below is given a statement followed by two assumptions numbered I and II. An assumption is sometl
have to consider the statement and the following assumptions and decide which of the assumption(s) is/are implicit in the sta
should start at schools itself." Assumptions: I. Learning computers is easy. II. Computer education fetches jobs easily.
A:-lf only Assumption I is implicit.
B:-lf only Assumption II is implicit.
C:-lf either Assumption I or II is implicit.
D:-lf neither Assumption I nor II is implicit.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question62:-ln question below is given a statement followed by two assumptions numbered I and II. An assumption is sometl
have to consider the statement and the following assumptions and decide which of the assumption(s) is/are implicit in the sta
person bounces up after hitting the bottom. Assumptions: I. Success requires conscious efforts without being discouraged by
acceptable thing.
A:-lf only Assumption I is implicit.

8:-lf only Assumption II is implicit.
C:-lf either Assumption I or II is implicit.
D:-lf neither Assumption I nor II is implicit.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question63:-ln question below is given a statement followed by two assumptions numbered I and II. An assumption is sometl
have to consider the statement and the following assumptions and decide which of the assumption(s) is/are implicit in the sta
permitted unaided colleges to increase their fees. Assumptions: I. Unaided colleges are in financial difficulties. II. Aided colle�
A:-lf only Assumption I is implicit.
B:-lf only Assumption II is implicit.
C:-lf either Assumption I or II is implicit.
D:-lf neither Assumption I nor II is implicit.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question64:-The question contains a small paragraph followed by a question on it. Read each paragraph carefully and answ1
enormous profits involved in smuggling, hundreds of persons have been attracted towards this anti-national activity. Some of
has a vast coastline both on the Eastern and Western Coast. It has been a heaven for smugglers who have been carrying on
no doubt, that from time to time certain seizures were made by the enforcement authorities, during raids and ambush but eve
huge profits. The passage best supports the statement that:
A-Smuggling hampers the economic development of a nation.
8:-Smuggling ought to be curbed.
C:-Authorities are taking strict measures to curb smuggling.
D:-Smuggling is fast increasing in our country owing to the quick profit it entails.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question65:-The question contains a small paragraph followed by a question on it. Read each paragraph carefully and answ1
injury is often considered to be a sign of weakness; it is really a sign of strength. It is easy to allow oneself to be carried away
vengeance; but it takes a strong character to restrain those natural passions. The man who forgives an injury proves himself
himself and puts the wrong doer to shame. The passage best supports' the statement that:
A:-The sufferer alone knows the intensity of his sufferings.
B:-People tend to forgive the things happened in the past.
C:-Natural passions are difficult to suppress.
D:-Mercy is the noblest form of revenge.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question66:-The question below consists of a question followed by two statements numbered I and II. You have to decide w�
are sufficient to answer the question. Question: How is T related to K? Statements: I. K has two sons; one of the sons is A. II.

B.

A:-lf the data in statement I alone is sufficient to determine the answer.
8:-lf the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to determine the answer.
C:-lf the data in both the statements I and II together are insufficient to answer the question.
D:-lf the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question67:-The question below consists of a question followed by two statements numbered I and II. You have to decide w�
are sufficient to answer the question. Question: What is the shortest distance between Devipur and Durgapur? Statements: I
Devipur is 15 kms away from Rampur.
A:-lf the data in statement I alone is sufficient to determine the answer.
8:-lf the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to determine the answer.
C:-lf the data in both the statements I and II together are insufficient to answer the question.
D:-lf the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question68:-The question below consists of a question followed by two statements numbered I and II. You have to decide w�
are sufficient to answer the question. Question: What is the code for 'is' in the code language? Statements: I. In the code Ian
the same code language, 'ke si re' means 'this is wonderful'.
A:-lf the data in statement I alone is sufficient to determine the answer.
B:-lf the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to determine the answer.
C:-lf the data in both the statements I and II together are insufficient to answer the question.
D:-lf the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question69:-The question below consists of a question followed by two statements numbered I and II. You have to decide w�
are sufficient to answer the question. Question: How many students in a class play football? Statements: I. Only boys play fa
in the class.
A:-lf the data in statement I alone is sufficient to determine the answer.
B:-lf the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to determine the answer.

C:-lf the data in both the statements I and II together are insufficient to answer the question.
D:-lf the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question70:-The question below consists of a question followed by two statements numbered I and II. You have to decide w�
are sufficient to answer the question. Question: In a certain code,'13' means 'stop smoking' and '59' means 'injurious habit'. \
code? Statements: I. '157' means 'stop bad habit'. II. '839' means 'smoking is injurious'.
A:-lf the data in statement I alone is sufficient to determine the answer.
B:-lf the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to determine the answer.
C:-lf the data in both the statements I and II together are insufficient to answer the question.
D:-lf the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question71:-Find wrong number in series. 3,7,15,27,63,127,255
A:-7
B:-15
C:-27
D:-63
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question72:-Find wrong number in series. 10,25,45,54,60,75,80
A:-10
B:-45
C:-54
D:-75
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question73:-Find wrong number in series. 396,462,572,427,671,264
A:-396
B:-427
C:-671
D:-462
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question74:-Complete the series by filling the blank. 72,76,73,77,74,__,75
A:-70
B:-71
C:-75
D:-78
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question75:-Complete the series by filling the blank. J14, L16,__,P20, R22
A:-S24
B:-N18
C:-M18
D:-T24
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question76:-Complete the series by filling the blank. U32,V29,_,X23,Y 20
A:-W26
B:-W17
C:-217
D:-226
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question77:-Complete the series by filling the blank. KPD,LOE,MNF,NMG,__
A:-ONF
B:-OLH
C:-MLH
D:-MNH
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question78:-Complete the series by filling the blank. 70,71,76,_,81,86,70,91
A:-70
B:-71
C:-80
D:-96
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question79:-Choose the word that is a necessary part of the word, "Recipe"
A:-Desserts
B:-Directions
C:-Cookbook
D:-Utensils
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question80:-Choose the word that is a necessary part of the word, "Vibration"
A:-Motion
B:-Electricity
C:-Science
D:-Sound
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question81 :-Identify the related word. 'Race' is to 'Fatigue' as 'Fast' is to
A:-Slow
B:-Food
C:-Hunger
D:-Eat
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question82:-ldentify the related word. 'Sponge' is to 'Porous' as 'Rubber' is to
A:-Massive
B:-Solid
C:-Elastic
D:-lnflexible
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question83:-ldentify the related word. 'Duck' is to 'Cricket' as 'Dunk' is to
A:-Football
B:-Snooker
C:-Rugby
D:-Basketball
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question84:-ldentify the related word. 'Reptile is to 'Lizard' as 'Flower' is to
A:-Petal
B:-Stem
C:-Daisy
D:-Alligator
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question85:-ln the following question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationsh
statements may be the effect of the same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes with,
The Government has imported large quantities of sugar as per trade agreement with other countries. II. The prices of sugar ir
the recent months.
A:-lf statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect.
B:-lf statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect.
C:-lf both the statements I and II are independent causes.
D:-lf both the statements I and II are effects of independent causes.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question86:-ln the following question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationsh
statements may be the effect of the same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes with,
There is unprecedented increase in the number of young unemployed in comparison to the previous year. II. A large number
an advertisement for the post of manager issued by a bank.
A:-lf statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect.
B:-lf statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect.
C:-lf both the statements I and II are independent causes.
D:-lf both the statements I and II are effects of independent causes.
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question87:-ln the following question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationsh
statements may be the effect of the same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes with,
Most of the steel producing companies in the country have made considerable profit during the last financial year. II. Many Af
quantities of steel from India.
A:-lf statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect.

B:-lf statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect.
C:-lf both the statements I and II are independent causes.
D:-lf both the statements I and II are effects of independent causes.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question88:-ldentify the code word from the given alternatives. In a certain code language godabim means kidney stones ror
means wax beans Which word could mean "wax statue"?
A-godaromz
B:-lazbim
C:-wasibako
D:-romzpeo
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question89:-ldentify the code word from the given alternatives. In certain code language granamelke means big tree pinimell
house Which word could mean "big house"?
A-granahoon
B:-pinishur
C:-pinihoon
D:-melkegrana
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question90:-ldentify the code word from the given alternatives. In certain code language SOCIAL is written as VMBDT N. The
A-WVJREMWR
B:-QRKMLBQM
C:-VQXONCVO
D:-QVOXCNOV
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question91:-National Portal on Human-Elephant conflict launched by Union Minister Prakash Javadekar on World Elephant C
A-SAMVEDNA
B:-MANAVTA
C:-MITRATA
D:-SURAKSHYA
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question92:-Which bank has launched the "Shaurya KGC Card" to offer agriculture loans for military and paramilitary profes::
A-Axis Bank
B:-Yes Bank
C:-State Bank of India
D:-HDFC bank
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question93:-51st International Film Festival of India (IIFI) was held in which state/UT?
A-Maharashtra
B:-Goa
C:-Madhya Pradesh
D:-Daman & Diu
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question94:-Defence Institute of Advanced Technology (DIAT ) has developed an Ayurvedic based biodegradable face mask
A-Pavitrapati
B:-Shudhi
C:-Abhay
D:-Aarya
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question95:-According to Swachh Survekshan 2020, which city has been declared as the cleanest city of India?
A-Panvel
B:-Ahmedabad
C:-Gwalior
D:-lndore
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question96:-Ms. Rani Rampal, who has won 'Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award', is associated to which sports?
A-Cricket
B:-Hockey
C:-Swimming
D:-Wrestling

Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question97:-Which state topped the Niti Aayog's Export Preparedness Index 2020?
A:-Maharashtra
B:-Gujarat
C:-Kerala
D:-Tamil Nadu
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question98:-The first marine ambulance "Pratheeksha" was acquired by which state?
A:-Goa
B:-Karnataka
C:-Kerala
D:-Tamil Nadu
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question99:-What is the rank of India in Global Innovation Index 2020?
A:-48th
B:-34th
C:-50th
D:-44th
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question100:-Green Term Ahead Market (GTAM) is related to which of the following sector?
A:-Coffee
B:-Textile
C:-Electricity
D:-Steel
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question101:-The newly appointed chairman of the World Gold Council is
A:-John Reade
B:-Randy Smallwood
C:-Roland Wang
D:-Mathew Hayden
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question102:-lndia's first International Women's Trade Centre (IWTC) will be established in which state?
A:-Kerala
B:-Tamil Nadu
C:-Karnataka
D:-Andhra Pradesh
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question103:-Which country is set to host the BRIGS Games 2021?
A:-China
B:-lndia
C:-South Africa
D:-Brazil
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question104:-The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on August 6, 2020, has brought which sector under Priority Sector Lending (F
A:-Start-ups
B:-MSME's
C:-Education
D:-Agriculture
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question105:-"Air Suvidha", a first-of-its-kind web portal was developed by which International Airport in India?
A:-Cochin International Airport
B:-Bengaluru International Airport
C:-Hyderabad International Airport
D:-Delhi International Airport
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question106:-Who is the Chairman of the Fifteenth Finance Commission (XVFC)?
A:-Anoop Singh
B:-Ashok Lahiri

C:-Ramesh Chand
D:-N. K. Singh
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question107:-MegaScope for health care was launched by?
A:-ICMR
B:-IIT Alumni Council
C:-Niti Aayog
D:-Ministry of Health
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question108:-Chandrabhaga Beach, which is the venue of the International Sand Art Festival 2020, is located in which state'.
A:-Goa
B:-West Bengal
C:-Tamil Nadu
D:-Odisha
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question109:-Which Union Ministry was the organiser of the India Mobile Congress?
A:-Ministry of Education
B:-Ministry of Science and Technology
C:-Ministry of Electronics and IT
D:-Ministry of Communication
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question110:-ln which year the Paris Climate Agreement of UNFCCC was signed?
A:-2000
B:-2010
C:-2016
D:-2019
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question111 :-Who is the present Central Vigilance Commissioner of India?
A:-Nripendra Mishra
B:-Sanjay Kothari
C:-P. K. Mishra
D:-Y.V. Reddy
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question112:-What is the campaign of the International Day of Yoga 2020, promoted by the AYUSH Ministry?
A:-Yoga at Home, Yoga with Family
B:-Yoga during Covid-19
C:-Yoga for immunity
D:-Yoga for heart
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question113:-Which Indian teacher has been awarded the prestigious 'Global Teacher Prize 2020'?
A:-Kamalnath Raman
B:-Sushil Shinde
C:-Ranjitsinh Disale
D:-Rajnath Ayushman
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question114:-What is the rank of Indian passport in the recently released 'Henly Passport Index 2020'?
A:-84th
B:-85th
C:-86th
D:-87th
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question115:-Surya Kiran is a joint military exercise between the militaries of India and:
A:-Bangladesh
B:-Sri Lanka
C:-Nepal
D:-Bhutan
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question116:-Which state has topped the India Happiness Report 2020?

A:-Nagaland
B:-Kerala
C:-Mizoram
D:-Orrisa
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question117:-Who is the author of the novel "Burnt Sugar"?
A:-Avni Doshi
B:-Vikas Bahl
C:-Kiran Desai
D:-Salman Rushdie
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question118:-National Education Policy 2020 emphasizes to set up which fund?
A-Education Upliftment Fund
B:-Gender Inclusion Fund
C:-Social Empowerment Fund
D:-Gender Equality Fund
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question119:-The Indian Navy's largest solar power plant was inaugurated at Indian Naval Academy located at which state?
A:-Andhra Pradesh
B:-Telangana
C:-Tamil Nadu
D:-Kerala
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question120:-As per the recent WHO report 'Countdown to 2023', which disease is estimated to cause around 5 lakh deaths
A-Coronary heart disease
B:-Cancer
C:-Diabetes
D:-Asthma
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question121 :-What is the rank of India in Digital Quality of Life Index 2020?
A:-54th
B:-55th
C:-56th
D:-57th
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question122:-Which mountain climber is known as 'Snow Leopard'?
A-Jimmy Chin
B:-Nirmal Purja
C:-Malavath Puma
D:-Ang Rita Sherpa
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question123:-Which country played host to the virtual Global Vaccine Summit?
A-United States
B:-United Kingdom
C:-Japan
D:-South Korea
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question124:-Which country has topped the Economic Freedom Index 2021, released by US think-tank, The Heritage Found
A:-Singapore
B:-lreland
C:-Australia
D:-Netherlands
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question125:-Who has been appointed as the Chairman of National Institute of Public Finance and Policy (NIPFP)?
A-Raghuram Rajan
B:-Urjit Patel
C:-U K Sinha
D:-M S Sahoo

Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question126:-Great Indian Bustard, Asian Elephant and Bengal Florican' have been classified as which category under the L
Migratory Species?
A-Endangered migratory species
B:-Migratory species conserved through Agreements
C:-Critically Endangered Species
D:-Vulnerable Species
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question127:-Who has chaired Virtual Global Investor Round table?
A:-Amit Shah
B:-Narendra Modi
C:-Ramnath Kovind
D:-Rajnath Singh
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question128:-Who has won the BBC Indian Sportswoman of the Year award for 2021?
A:-Vinesh Phogat
B:-Koneru Humpy
C:-Dutee Chand
D:-Rani Rampal
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question129:-Name the financial institution which has launched 'green bond fund' for central banks to promote green finance
A:-Bank for International Settlements
B:-World Bank
C:-lnternational Monetary Fund
D:-Asian Development Bank
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question130:-WhatsApp partnered with how many Banks for UPI Payment?
A:-3
B:-5
C:-6
D:-8
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question131:-Two boats traveling at 5 and 10 km per hour, head directly towards each other. They begin at a distance of 20 I
(in kms) one minute before they collide?
A:-1/12
B:-1/6
C:-1/4
D:-1/3
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question132:-lf a, a+2 and a+4 are prime numbers, then the number of possible solutions for a is :
A:-One
B:-Two
C:-Three
D:-More than 3
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question133:-What is the remainder when 496 is divided by 6?
A:-0
B:-2
C:-3
D:-4
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question134:-lf a roll of paper of 1 km long has area of 1/25 hectare, how wide is the paper?
A:-50 cm
B:-40 cm
C:-45 cm
D:-55 cm
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question135:-A can do a piece of work in 24 days. If B is 60 % more efficient than A, then the number of days required by B 1
A:-10

B:-15
C:-12
D:-9.6
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question136:-A vendor sells his articles at a certain profit percentage. If he sells his articles at 1/3 of his actual selling price, t
actual profit?
A:-72 %
B:-120 %
C:-80 %
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question137:-Mitthu Bhai sells rasgulla at Rs. 15 per kg. A rasgulla is made up of flour and sugar in the ratio 5:3. The ratio of
he earns 66 2/3 % profit. What is the cost price of sugar?
A:-Rs. 10/kg
B:-Rs. 9/kg
C:-Rs. 18/kg
D:-Rs. 14/kg
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question138:-A 175m long train crosses a man walking at a speed of 9 km/h in the opposite direction in 10 sec. The speed o
A:-45 km/h
B:-54 km/h
C:-72 km/h
D:-68 km/h
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question139:-ln a circle of radius of 5 cm, AB and AC are the two chords such that AB=AC= 6cm. find the length of chord BC
A:-4.8 cm
B:-10.8 cm
C:-9.6 cm
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question140:-The probabilities of A, B and C solving a problem are 1/3, 2/7 and 3/8 respectively. If all the three try to solve t�
probability that exactly one of them will solve it.
A:-25/52
B:-25/56
C:-13/42
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question141:-(32323 +7344 + 41330)- (317 X 91)= ?
A:-54250
B:-52150
C:-54210
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question142:-The population of a village is 5000 and it increases at the rate of 2% every year. After 3 years the population w
A:-5116
B:-5202
C:-5200
D:-5204
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question143:-Rs. 1,00,000 was invested by Mohan in a fixed deposit @ 10 % per annum at Cl. However, every year he has ·
How much money does Mohan have after 3 years?
A:-128414
B:-108000
C:-126079
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question144:-What is angle (degree)between the hands of a clock when the time is 15 minutes past 6?
A:-97.6
B:-87.5

C:-77
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question145:-Three men and 5 women together can finish a job in 3 days. Working on the same job 3 women take 5 days m
the ratio of efficiency of a man to a woman?
A:-2:1
B:-3:2
C:-5:2
D:-4:1
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question146:-Four pipes A, B,C and D can fill a cistern in 20, 25, 40 and 50 hours respectively. If A and B are opened as inle
as outlet pipes from the cistern and all the four pipes are opened simultaneously, how many hours will take to fill the cistern c
A:-20 hrs
B:-11 1/9 hrs
C:-22 2/9 hrs
D:-45 hrs
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question147:-Arvind and Govind each invested Rs. 15000 for 3 years at the same rate of interest but Arvind's investment is<
investment is charged on simple interest. What amount did Arvind receive more than Govind?
A:-Rs. 680
B:-Rs. 3450
C:-Data insufficient
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question148:-The speed of a boat in upstream is 2/3 that of downstream. Find the ratio of speed of boat in still water and to t
and upstream.
A:-24/25
B:-25/24
C:-5/12
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question149:-How many cubic meters of water can fill a pipe which is 3500 m long and 0.08 m in diameter?
A:-17.5
B:-17.6
C:-21
D:-35
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question150:-A hollow garden roller 42cm wide with a girth of 132 cm is made of iron 3cm thick. The volume of the iron of thE
A:-15544
B:-15444
C:-15545
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question151:-A group of men decided to do a job in 4 days. But since 20 men dropped out everyday, the job was completed
were there at the beginning ?
A:-240
B:-140
C:-280
D:-150
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question152:-How many integers greater than 999 but not greater than 4000 can be formed with the digits 0,1,2,3 and 4 if re
A:-499
B:-500
C:-375
D:-376
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question153:-lf a gift pack is sold at a gain of 6 % instead of a loss of 6% then the seller gets Rs. 6 more. The cost price of a
A:-60
B:-66

C:-50
D:-36
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question154:-The average of 30 students of a class is 30 years. When the average age of class teacher is also included, the
by 1 year. The age of the class teacher is.
A:-31 years
B:-60 years
C:-61 years
D:-None of these
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question155:-The average of first 99 even numbers is:
A:-9999
B:-100
C:-9801
D:-9009
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question156:-How many bricks, each measuring 25 cm x 11.25 cm x 6 cm, will be needed to build a wall of 8 m x 6 m x 22.5
A:-5600
B:-6000
C:-6400
D:-7200
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question157:-ln how many different ways can the letters of the word 'VINTAGE' be arranged such that the vowels always car
A:-720
B:-1440
C:-630
D:-890
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question158:-Some amount out of Rs.8500 was lent at 5% per annum and the remaining was lent at 3% per annum. If the to
4 years was Rs.1500, the sum lent at 5% per annum was.
A:-2400
B:-2000
C:-2200
D:-6000
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question159:-ln what ratio must coffee powder worth Rs. 40 per kg be mixed with coffee powder worth Rs. 45 per kg such th
there can be a gain 10%?
A:-3:2
B:-2:3
C:-4:3
D:-1:4
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question160:-A vessel is filled with liquid, 4 parts of which are water and 5 parts syrup. How much of the mixture must be dra
mixture may be half water and half syrup?
A:-1/10
B:-1/3
C:-1/7
D:-1/4
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question161:-A milk vendor has 2 cans of milk. The first contains 25% water and the rest milk. The second contains 50% wa
of the containers to get 12 litres of milk such that the ratio of water to milk is 3 : 5?
A:-2
B:-3
C:-6
D:-7
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question162:-Anil can travel 24 miles downstream in a certain river in 12 hrs less than it takes him to travel the same distanc
rowing rate for his 48 mile round trip, the downstream 24 miles would then take only 2 hr less than the upstream 24miles. Wh
hour?

A:-2/8 miles per hr
B:-7/5 miles per hr
C:-8/3 miles per hr
D:-3/5 miles per hr
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question163:-A box contains 3 red, 8 blue and 5 green marker pens. If 2 marker pens are drawn at random from the pack, nc
What is the probability of drawing 2 blue marker pens and 1 red marker pen?
A:-3/20
B:-1/20
C:-7/20
D:-9/20
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question164:-240m train crosses a standing object in 6 seconds. Find the time taken by the train to cross a long pole of leng1
A:-25 seconds
B:-45 seconds
C:-10 seconds
D:-15 seconds
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question165:-The average age of a family of 24 members is 132 years. If the age of the youngest member is 22 years, the a•
youngest member was?
A:-75 years
B:-110 years
C:-100 years
D:-95 years
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question166:-The average expenditure of A, Band C is Rs 10000 per month. Also, the average expenditure of B, C and D is
expenditure of D is thrice of that of A then the average expenditure of B and C is:
A:-Rs. 12000
B:-Rs. 15000
C:-Rs. 18000
D:-Rs. 21000
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question167:-Three persons enter into a partnership by investing in the ratio of 9:8:1. After one year P double his investment
investment. Now the ratio of investment is 9:8:2. What is total investment of P,Q and R after 2 years?
A:-Rs. 108000
B:-Rs. 114000
C:-Rs. 126000
D:-Rs. 111690
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question168:-3 faucets A,B,C can fill a cistern from empty to full in 45mins, 35mins, and 25 mins respectively. When the cistE
Faucets A,B,C discharge chemical solutions X,Y,Zrespectively. What is the proportion of solution Zin the liquid in the tank af
A:-63/143
B:-72/151
C:-67/173
D:-81/167
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question 169:-Simple interest on a certain sum of money for 3 years at 8% per annum is half the compound interest on Rs. 4(
placed on simple interest is:
A:-Rs.1550
B:-Rs.1650
C:-Rs.1750
D:-Rs.2000
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question170:-There are 50 compartments in a Chennai express carrying an average of 70 passengers per compartment. At I
compartment, not any compartment has equal number of passengers, and any compartment does not exceed the number of
compartment. Find how many passengers can be accommodated in 50th compartment?
A:-748
B:-705
C:-739

D:-Cannot be determined
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question171:-Sakthi rows a boat at 4 km upstream in 1hour and 1 km downstream in 20 minutes. How long will he take to re,
A:-1
B:-2
C:-3
D:-4
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question172:-The sum of the current ages of a father and his son is 84 years. 7 years ago,father's age was 3 times the age
A:-35 years
B:-28 years
C:-56 years
D:-53 years
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question173:-ln a mixture of milk and water, their ratio is 5:6 respectively in the first container and the same mixture has ratic
What ratio should the mixture be extracted from each container and poured into the third container, so that the ratio of milk ar
third container?
A:-99:253
B:-253:99
C:-243:88
D:-88:243
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question174:-A task is done by 46 persons not all of them have the same capacity to task. Every day exactly 2 persons,do ti
together twice. Even after all possible pairs have worked once, all the persons together works for two more days to finish the
the persons together will finish the whole task?
A:-44
B:-45
C:-46
D:-47
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question175:-Ajay and Vijay entered into business with capital in ratio of 5:7. After 5 months Ajay withdraws 417th of his capi1
At the end of 8 months there was a profit of Rs 4470. Then find the profit
A:-Rs. 3678
B:-Rs. 2000
C:-Rs. 4000
D:-Rs. 1500
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question176:-A cistern can be filled in 25 minutes. There is a leakage which can empty it in 50 minutes. In how many minute
A:-20 min
B:-25 min
C:-45 min
D:-50 min
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question177:-What will come in place of question mark(?) in the following series? 767,495, 359, 291, 257,?
A:-240
B:-230
C:-250
D:-280
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question178:-What should come in place of question mark(?) in the following number series? 132 156 ? 210 240 272
A:-192
B:-182
C:-199
D:-200
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question179:-lf a whole number n is divided by 4, we will get 3 as remainder. What will be the remainder if 2n is divided by 4
A:-3
B:-1
C:-2

D:-4
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question180:-Mahesh and Vivek invested Rs.20979 and Rs. 22977 respectively in a business. Devi being an active partner�
the business. In 18 months if Devi received a total amount of Rs.18250, then what is total profit earned by both in one and ha
A:-Rs. 26888
B:-Rs. 22500
C:-Rs. 22587
D:-Rs. 25874
Correct Answer:- Option-C

